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Introduction 

  CCP4MG is a molecular graphics program 
funded by CCP4.  

  Its primary focus is the visualization and 
analysis of macromolecular structure. 

  It produces high quality rendered images 
and movies. 

  http://www.ccp4.ac.uk/MG/ 

– Binaries for Windows, Mac and Linux. 



Displaying Molecules (styles) 

  CCP4MG can display molecules in many 
different ways: 

  Bonds, cylinders, ball and stick, spheres 

  CA traces 

  Thermal ellipsoids 

  Ribbons, worms, etc. 

  Base pair “sticks”, base blocks 

  Lipid cartoons 

  Surfaces 















Bloboids 



Worm scaled by B-factor 



“Custom clip planes” 



Getting started 



Open a file 

  Files can be downloaded from the PDB 

Easy access to the Protein Data Bank: PDB 

Or from PDB_REDO 



Open a file: Drag and Drop 
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Display object 

Data object 

Colour 

Atom selection 

Drawing style 



Atom Selections 

  Simple atom selections may be made with menu 
entries: 

●  All atoms, all peptide, monomers, etc. 

  Arbitrarily complicated selections may be made using 
the “Selection browser”: 

  Neighbourhoods of various atoms 

  Atom types, residue types 

  Residue ranges 

  Secondary structure elements 

  Individual atoms 

  Logical and/or/not of all the above 







Picture Wizard 

  The picture wizard is an automatic way of 
generating complex scenes with multiple 
selections, colouring, styles, etc. 

  Representations are organised into various 
“styles” 

  The picture wizard is shown at the top of 
the file browser window when a coordinate 
file is loaded, or can be accessed from the 
display table. 





“Site and ribbons” wizard 







… with multiple files 



Simple Display Table 

“Simple Display Table” added. 

New tool for quickly turning on/

off lots of related display 

objects. Particularly useful for 

looking at large numbers of 

similar files. (Not a replacement 

for "full" Display Table, but a 

useful alternative for some use 

cases). 



Electron Density 

  Electron density maps can be read/created from any 
CCP4 supported file format, downloaded from EDS or 
generated from structure factors. 

  Density can be represented as chickenwire lines, 
chickenwire cylinders, solid surface or dots. 

  By default a 10Å cube of density at centre of screen is 
drawn, this size may be changed by user. The density 
is recalculated and redrawn when the viewpoint 
changes 

  The density can be clipped to a set of atoms. 







Electron Microscopy Maps 

●  Changes made to CCP4MG to handle electron 
density maps larger than previous limit of about 
200 angstroms. Can now cope with 1000 
angstrom. 

●  Maps from electron microscopy do not 
recalculate when moving view like X-ray maps. 
Massive speed improvement. 

●  Colour by distance from centre of map option – 
nice for virus maps. 

●  Scale bar to show size of maps. Do not always 
have close up view of atoms with EM maps. 



EMD 5416 EMD 2232 

EMD 5524 EMD 5622 



EMD 5580 



EMD 5580 



EMD 5994 



EMD 6188 



Biological Assemblies 

●  CCP4MG can parse the biological 
assembly information contained in PDB 
files. 

●  Set of transformation matrices that create 
symmetry mates of model information to create 
a complete assembly. 

●  Does not do PISA calculation – much simpler 
and faster (instantaneous) – matrices used to 
redraw pictures without generating 
transformed atoms. 



PDB 3j2w 



PDBs 3j7e, 3j7g 



PDBs 3j7e, 3j7g 



Multiple bonds 

GWB (1tkx) 

GSH (2xpy) 

ANT (274d) 





Other Display Details 

  All objects 

  May be visible/invisible 

  “Flash” 

  Be transparent with arbitrary opacity 

  One can have multiple views (e.g. side-by-side stereo) 

  Hardware/Zalman stereo. 

  Depth-cueing fog, clipping, background colour and 
lighting are all user definable 

  Lots of stuff is highly customizable (Edit->Preferences 
(Windows/Linux), QtMG->Preferences (Mac)) 



Rendering 

  CCP4MG has two methods of producing 
final images: 

  Screenshot. A simple dump of the screen 
pixels is performed. Images may be up to ca. 
8000x8000 pixels. On most systems. 

  Rendering. This uses a Renderman 
compatible renderer “Pixie”. Some aspects of 
these images are of higher quality than the 
simple screen dump (spheres particularly). 
Better transparency with more than one 
transparent object is possible.  



Screenshot 



Render 



“Perfect spheres” 

● “Ray-traced”, perfectly spherical spheres in main 
graphics window. 
● 1 quadrilateral per sphere compared with traditional 
method with 81 (smooth) or 324 (deluxe) quads. So use 
much less memory. Further memory reductions are also 
possible with newer graphics cards, but this is not yet 
done. 
● Faster when zoomed out, same speed (possibly slower) 
when zoomed in. Work needed to claw back some 
optimisations. (Could be less of a problem if e.g. Apple's 
drivers used more hardware features ….) 



Traditional 
spheres: 

81 quads 
per sphere 



Traditional 
spheres: 

324 quads 
per sphere 



“Perfect 
spheres”: 

1 quad per 
sphere 



Render vs. Screenshot 
●  Some new features mean that OpenGL is now arguably a better choice for 

rendering than “Render” module. 

●  Screenshot pros: 

–  Shadows make “Render” slow, but bearable. 

–  Ambient occlusion makes “Render” really, really slow. 

–  Darkness of OpenGL shadows could be changeable, “Render” ones 
are simply very black. 

–  Much faster. 1DF7 ribbon + sphere ligand + shadow + 2x 
supersampling: 84s “Render”, 3s screenshot. 

●  Screenshot cons: 

–  OpenGL shadows can be too soft and fuzzy with large structure. This 
can be improved by more intelligent use of depth buffer. 

–  “Perfect spheres” are not antialiased. (So not so perfect!). This can 
be worked around (now) by taking screenshot at larger size (2x, 4x, 
etc.), though this should be automatic. 

–  Render handles multiple transparent objects properly. This is a pain 
to sort out in OpenGL, but doable. 



PISA 

  There is a command line version of PISA  to 
which CCP4MG has an interface. 

  One can simply ask PISA to analyse a 
structure 

  Interfaces and assemblies may be visualized 
from the results. 



PDB 3gcb 







Structure Superposition 

  CCP4MG has 3 (actually 4 – more on 4th later): 

  SSM. This is the default method. It is the simplest to 
use and usually gives excellent results. The method 
attempts to match secondary structure elements in 
different coordinate sets. (This will soon be replaced 
by gesamt.) 

  Close Residues.This method is useful for 
performing locally optimised superposition after a 
global superposition by SSM 

  User-defined. This is the most flexible: the user can 
specify in many ways the atoms to superpose. 







Sequence Viewer 
  Align sequences using muscle (a free multiple-alignment 

program). 

  Continuous (consurf style) or discrete traffic-light colour by 
conservation. 

  Colour by secondary structure. 

  Blastn/blastp interface. Blast results cached between 
sessions. Blast normally run remotely (EBI) with explicit 
user permission, but can also use local blast installation. 

  Save as PDF/bitmap. Will add text file very shortly. 

  Click, shift-click, ctrl-click, etc. on residues in sequence to 
display atoms in the mail window. 











Distances and angles 
●  Double-click on one atom then another to measure bonds. 

●  Shift-double click on other atoms will measure angles. 

●  Results appear in table below and in graphics window. 



“Get SMILES” 

•  SMILES string interpretation 

•  Type in string and molecule is loaded hopefully with correct 
chemistry. 

•  (Applications -> Get SMILES) 



c1ccccc1 c1ccc2ccccc2c1 

c3ccc2cc1ccccc1cc2c3 



c12c3c4c5c1c6c7c8c2c9c1c3c2c3c4c4c%10c5c5c6c6c7c7c%11c8c9c8c9c1c2c1c2c3c4c3c4c
%10c5c5c6c6c7c7c%11c8c8c9c1c1c2c3c2c4c5c6c3c7c8c1c23 



Shadows and Occlusion 

●  “Real-time” shadows, i.e. active all time in 
graphics window, not just when you 
“Render”. 

●  Occlusion is darkening of buried bits which 
are not exposed to as much light as exterior 
parts of macromolecules. Also a “real-time” 
effect. 







Normal lighting 



Occluded lighting 



Perfect spheres 
with shadows  
and occlusion. 



ProSMART interface 
 ProSMART interface 
completely overhauled. 
Now has tool buttons 
as major feature and 
graphs to visualize 
results. 



Normal Modes 
●  Simple approximate elastic network model. 



On screen text and images 



On screen text and images 



Ebeye search 
  Simple box to search ebeye. 





Movies 

  Movies are creates by defining a series of 
“key frames” and then (optionally) 
interpolating between them. 

  Key frames may also define simple 
transformations (rock, roll, etc.) 

  Movies can be created either as animated 
gifs or as MPEG streams. 





Getting CCP4MG 

●  Available from CCP4 download pages (next 
version 2.10.0 to be released with CCP4 
6.5) or … 

●  http://www.ccp4.ac.uk/MG/download/ 

●  Available for Mac, Windows and Linux. 

●  Source code available for those who wish 
to try other operating systems. 
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